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Abstract
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) has gone from being a simple laboratory curiosity to an indispensable tool in the
industry to determine the level of quality achieved in its products. The new concepts of Integrated Manufacturing
(CIM) bring a more universal concept of quality compared to the past philosophy based on Quality Control as a
group specialized in checking whether production works within certain specifications. Even so, NDTs have not
lost interest, but have seen their interest increased due to automated inspection techniques. It has become a
contribution to the structuring of quality as it allows to move from purely empirical criteria to other more
objective and that constitute the link between design and evaluation (Ramirez et al, 1996).
The work presented, although it does not propose new methods or techniques of NDT, has the interest of
converging into a single object five conventional methods each of which provides partial information about their
quality of manufacture and must synthesize the results in order to evaluate it. Furthermore, it shows a situation of
the application of NDT in which these must be applied in the absence of reference standards, as they do not exist.
This peculiar situation is completely different from the usual situation in the use of NDT in the industry, both in
manufacturing processes and in maintenance inspections.
Keywords: non-destructive testing, ultrasound, thermography, radiography, acoustic, ultraviolet, visual
1. Introduction
In the scientific tradition, observation plays a major role. When the observed phenomenon has been provoked,
you have the experiment. Through the experiment, the behavior of Nature is verified under controlled conditions
in order to discover regularities that can be described in a logical way and be enunciated as laws. In technology,
it is not so much important to discover natural laws as to apply them to questions of immediate utility, and so the
experiment shortens its scope and becomes an experiment, in such a way that it can be indicated that an
experiment is a technological experiment (Sanglier et al., 2020).
According to the testing of materials, they can be divided into three categories:
- Functional tests
- Destructive Testing
- Non-Destructive Testing
This work will refer to the Non-Destructive Tests that should be adapted to the requirements of the sample to
avoid its deterioration. This is achieved by resorting to those physical characteristics of the material that are
technologically significant, and as these can be very varied (density, thermal conductivity, electromagnetic
absorbance, refractive index, crystalline structure, etc.) hence the number of Non-Destructive Tests is potentially
large and their basis diverse.
From the point of view of their fundamentals, Non-Destructive Tests are mainly based on the application of one
or several of the following physical phenomena
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- Electromagnetic waves, including phenomena based on the electrical and/or magnetic properties of the
samples
- Elastic or acoustic waves
- Subatomic particle emission
- Other phenomena such as capillarity, watertightness, absorption, etc.
In terms of applications, Non-Destructive Testing methods cover three broad areas:
- Defectology: detection of heterogeneities, discontinuities and impurities; evaluation of corrosion and
deterioration by environmental agents; determination of stresses; detection of leaks; defects in moving
machinery; hot spots.
- Material characteristics: chemical, structural, mechanical and technological characteristics; physical (elastic,
electrical and electromagnetic); heat transfer and isothermal trace.
- Metrology: thickness control; one-sided thickness measurement; coating thickness measurement; filling levels.
The problem that appears with the application of the different NDT techniques is that it is not very well known
since it depends on many factors, which will be the most suitable technique for each type of inspection. For
example, in non-destructive testing without contact and in the astronautical field, very high demands are made.
The materials used in this very specialized branch of engineering must not only have very high quality levels, but
also the tests that require their verification must be such that they do not produce any type of contamination. This
severe requirement eliminates many traditional techniques and even some methods. This is the case, for example,
with penetrating liquids, magnetic particles or contact ultrasound. In fact, only visual inspection or radiography
meets these requirements and, under certain operating conditions, currents induced by mentioning traditional
methods. Stimulated by this need, some methods have developed very sophisticated specific techniques that
allow physical contact to be replaced by optical contact (surface holography, holographic interferometry,
infrared thermography). For example, it is possible to stimulate the generation of ultrasounds in a material by
means of laser 'impact' and 'read' by this same means the fine vibrations generated.
The main interest of this work is that it is a rare example of the application in a single object (piece) of a
considerable number of non-destructive tests. Nor is´t common that this is done in the absence of specifications,
both the procedure for conducting the tests and acceptance-rejection criteria (ASM, 1989; Barbero, 1999). This
is unusual in the industrial field where the rule is to follow an operating procedure specification, specially
prepared for each specific case, based on solvent standards and containing clear and unequivocal
acceptance-rejection criteria.
On the other hand, most often the tests to be performed on each specimen are not numerous for well-defined
products. Two or three is normal; sometimes just one. And in any case related, if not in their physical basis, then
in their purpose of trying to highlight certain well-determined types of discontinuities and not others (Baker,
Jones & Callinan, 1985; Bishop, 1985).
However, when it comes to establishing the degree of confidence that we deserve in the behavior in service of a
newly designed object, made perhaps of a rare material of which there are few examples, perhaps only one, and
which is also going to serve an application of which there is no direct previous experience, it is clear that the
doctrine commonly followed in the industry is not useful (Heru et al., 1997; Scarponi & Briotti, 2000; Miyano et
al., 1994).
In these cases, not uncommon in applied research, the only possible guide is a judicious theoretical analysis of
the service conditions and the behavior of the material under those conditions and according to a concrete design.
The result is a theoretical "model", if you want "virtual", which only has the value of being a reasonable basis for
approaching the real behavior of the object (Huang et al., 1998; Kapranos & Priestner, 1987). As this is
insufficient, it will be necessary to make representative samples with controlled discontinuities and even better, a
prototype to test it under conditions qualitatively similar to those of service and quantitatively more severe, being
advisable to prolong the tests until the failure occurs. Only from the experience gathered in such tests and from
the previous theoretical analyses is it possible to extract the essential information to draw up quality
specifications and to establish reliable acceptance-rejection criteria.
2. Methods
For some time now, INTA has been developing a radar system for stereometric surveying of the relief of large
areas of land. As the resolution is given by the opening of the system and this depends on the size of the antenna,
to achieve high resolutions would be necessary very large antennas. As, on the other hand, the surveys are
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intended to be perform
med from an aircraft in fligght, such anteennas would be
b virtually im
mpossible to mount on
board. Thhese drawbaccks can be av
voided by whaat is known as
a "synthetic aperture" whhich consists of
o making
distant shhots during fliight that meet certain phasee matching con
nditions, so th
hat the system
m behaves as if it had an
aperture equivalent too the distancee between thee shots. Thiss is "grosso modo",
m
the syynthetic aperture radar
developedd by INTA (S
Sanglier et al., 2003; Balageeas, 2005).
To carry out the functiional tests of this system, a protective co
over or "radom
me" has beenn developed, trransparent
to electroomagnetic waaves in the order of frequen
encies used, which
w
replacess one of the ddoors of the test
t plane,
behind w
which the radarr is located.
Since thee "radome", or "radar do
ome", must bbe subjected to mechaniccal stresses ddue to vibraations and
aerodynaamic pressuress, and its failu
ure could havve serious con
nsequences, it is necessaryy through varrious tests,
includingg non-destructtive ones, to estimate
e
wheth
ther its quality
y is sufficient to guarantee that it will not fail. As
only threee specially designed
d
piecees have been manufactured
d, it is obviou
us that no exxisting specifications or
standardss applicable too this type of object
o
can be rreferred to.
The mateerial of the raddome, shown in figure 1, c onsists of a central sandwich structure aand two mono
olithic side
panels. T
The sandwich is manufactu
ured from a 5 mm thick rig
gid organic fo
oam core (rohhacell 31) glu
ued to two
"skins", eeach consistinng of two layers of fibergllass fabric (G 380T2/1990S
S) and resin ggiving a total thickness
after curinng of 0.4 mm
m. Each side paanel is 1.6 mm
m thick resultin
ng from stacking eight layeers of resin-im
mpregnated
fiberglasss fabric. Evenntually, it can be painted w
with an organicc lacquer transparent to eleectromagnetic radiation.
Althoughh the shape of the piece is reelatively simpple, the formattion of the stro
ongest curvatuures has forced cuts and
joints thaat affect the continuity
c
of the
t whole. Thhis, on the otther hand, hass an aluminum
m alloy framee with the
necessaryy holes to fix it
i to the door frame
f
of the aaircraft it replaaces.

Figure 1. General view
w of the piecee under study: Radomo
2.1 Tests
a
to the radome are nnot intended to
t verify dimeensions or chaaracterize the materials,
Non-desttructive tests applied
but excluusively to highhlight the pressence of possiible discontin
nuities that cou
uld affect its bbehavior in service. As
such disccontinuities arre not well chaaracterized annd can be very
y varied (delaminations andd detachmentss, cavities,
inclusionns of foreign materials,
m
etc.)) and affect b oth the core and
a the "skinss", it´s advisabble to resort to
o as many
methods as possible, according to the appropriaate applicatio
on techniques (Barbero, 19999; Gray et al., 1995;
ImieliÈskka et al., 20044, Ochelski, 2004;
2
Padmannabhan & Kisshore, 1995; Maldague,
M
20001; Krapez, Taillade
T
&
Balageas,, 2003; Davidd & Hsu, 2006
6). The collecction of such information should be conttrasted with destructive
d
tests in teest tubes madde according to the manufaacturing criteriia, and valued
d according too the design calculation
c
estimatess, which will not
n be analyzeed in this worrk. Naturally, the methods used
u
may be ""complementaary" when
they repoort discontinuuities of differrent nature, coompleting eacch other's resu
ults, or "conccurrent" if two
o or more
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tests report the existence of the same discontinuity (Potel et al., 1998; Clauser, 1952; Rosethal & Trolinger, 1995;
Globe, 1979; Bales & Bishop, 1994; David, Hsu, Barnard & Daniel, 2004).
The applied essays (the basis of which is given as known) are the following:
- Visual.
- Radiographic.
- Ultrasound.
- Sonic.
- Thermography.
- Ultraviolet.
Penetrating liquids and in general any technique that involves contaminating the material with a coupling fluid
were discarded (Wan et al., 2016; Silk, 1982).
The results achieved are described below, with emphasis on a comparison of those provided by one or another
method.
2.2 Operating Conditions
Although depending on the method applied and the area of the parts where the specific operating conditions are
applied, as a guideline we summarize below those that can be considered typical:
- Visual: Light levels between 500 and 1000 lux. Observation with the naked eye or with low power
magnifiers (< 10 d).
- Radiographic: X-rays from 40 to 45 KV. Exposures of 7 to 8 mA x min. without filters. Type I film
without ASTM. Without reinforcement sheets. Focus-film distance irrelevant (900 mm was used).
Focus of 0,8 x 0,8 mm.
- Ultrasound: Transmission by total immersion. Frequency: 1 MHz.
- Sonic: Scanning with continuous Lamb wave between 2.5 and 70 KHz.
- Thermography: Spectral range from 7.5 to 13 µm. FOV: 24º.
- Ultraviolet A: Wave length: 366 nm. Energetic illumination: 10 w/m2.
2.3 Discontinuities
Given the nature of the material, the usual designation of discontinuities may have a different meaning than the
common one in NDT, which normally comes from those found in metallic materials. Therefore, an attempt will
be made to introduce descriptive names for most discontinuities (Mouritz, Townsend & Shah Khan, 2000;
Mitrevski, Marshall & Thomson, 2006; Hasiotis, Badoggiannis & Tsouvalis, 2007).
On the other hand, the visual definition of certain discontinuities is affected by the translucent nature of the
material which can make its appearance diffuse. Finally, it´s necessary to note the difficulty of graphic
reproduction of a good part of the images obtained, so that those included in this work give a very poor idea of
the originals (Lawson & Sabey, 1970).
3. Results
3.1 Test Pieces
In order to test the effectiveness of different methods in detecting flat discontinuities, a master specimen was
used in which different artificial discontinuities were introduced, such as peel-offs between "skin" and core on
both sides of the specimen and core breaks in the central plane of the specimen.
First, the specimen was inspected with ultrasound transmission in total immersion. The image shown in figure 2
was obtained, where it can be seen that all the discontinuities (dark areas) existing in the upper and lower bands
of the test tube have been detected, as well as other discontinuities, located in the central band of the test tube,
which were not suspected. In the image you can see four holes (light circles) located in the corners, around
which there are also areas with detachments.
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Figure 2. Imagge of a specimeen with disconntinuities obtaained by transmission ultrassonic inspectio
on
hy technique ((Sanglier et all., 2020; Cielo
o et al., 1987)), the images in
i figure 3
Using thee transmissionn thermograph
were obtaained, which correspond
c
to the upper (lefft image) and lower (right image) bands oof the pattern. From the
examinattion of the leftt image, it can
n be seen that oonly a light co
olor indication
n is visible at the top, just to the right
of the cennter line (arroow a). This indication correesponds to a peeling
p
off at the junction ""skin"-core an
nd appears
as a darkk rectangular area (arrow a)
a on the ultraasonic image (figure 2). In
n the lower bband of the pattern, the
agreemennt between ulltrasonic and thermographiic methods is greater, as can be seen byy comparing the lower
areas (arrrows b) of thee images represented in figgure 2 and on the right sidee of figure 3. On the otherr hand, the
ultrasonicc test providedd a series of indications duue to discontin
nuities in the central
c
band oof the pattern (arrows c)
that couldd not be obtainned by thermo
ography.
As we haave just seen,, thermograph
hy is not veryy effective in detecting flatt discontinuitiies in this maaterial, the
reason beeing the low contrast of the discontinuitiees obtained in
n thermograph
hic images, thee high power of
o thermal
insulationn of the core, which meanss that heat traansmission is hardly affected by the exiistence of the take-offs,
since the capacity to transmit heat iss very similar in the core an
nd in the take-o
off.

Figuree 3. Thermograaphic image of
o the upper (l eft) and lowerr (right) parts of the specim
men shown in figure
f
2
Based onn the previous paragraph, we
w proceeded tto test a sonicc technique (Spanner, 1974;; Dunegan & Tetelman,
1987; Briigss, 1985; Poollock, 1998) that
t works byy scanning, bettween 2 and 70
7 KHz, with continuous Lamb wave
in emission-reception on the same side
s
of the piiece. This tech
hnique has the advantage tthat operating from one
side of thhe radome is able
a to reveal discontinuities
d
s located on both
b
sides of th
he radome. M
Moreover, due to the low
operatingg frequency, itt does not req
quire any couppling means, so it is a dry contact technnique; being the emitter
and receiiver probes provided
p
with
h a Teflon soole that faciliitates the disp
placement thrrough the pieece. Other
advantagees of the techhnique are: th
he ease of adj
djustment from
m appropriate test pieces aand the fact that
t
in the
absence oof contact of some of the probes
p
with thhe piece, the signal obtained (becomes smaller) evollves in the
opposite direction thatt when in the presence of a discontinuitty (the signal increases in ssize), which avoids
a
the
detectionn of false posittives (Ramirezz et al., 1996)). Operating from
fr
one side, this techniquue was able to
o detect all
the discontinuities present in the sp
pecimen (uppeer, lower, and
d central bands) that the ulttrasounds had
d revealed.
Figure 4 shows the signnals obtained in one of the discontinuitiees. On the righ
ht side of the iimage is repreesented the
signal obttained in a good area, whilee on the left siide you can seee the signal when
w
a disconttinuity is present.
23
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Figurre 4. Signals obtained
o
with a sonic techniique for detecting discontinnuities
Althoughh it is not feasiible for X-rays to detect flatt discontinuitiies, it can be thought that w
when the disco
ontinuity is
volumetriic, it can be revealed by X-ray. In thiis case the nu
ucleus is so light and abssorbs so littlee radiation
comparedd to "skins" that
t
the existeence or not oof a nucleus does
d
not influ
uence the radiiographic imaage. Thus,
cavities w
with a diameeter of the orrder of 50% of the thickn
ness of the core
c
do not pprovide any indication.
i
Thermography behavees somewhat better in thee case of volu
umetric disco
ontinuities in the core, bu
ut also the
contrast oobtained in thiis type of material is low.
3.2 Test oon Parts
They werre made mainnly combining
g the visual, rradiographic, thermographi
t
c and sonic (L
Lamb waves)) methods,
obtainingg the results thhat are speciffied in the figgures that willl be shown later. The sonnic method waas used to
detect flaat discontinuitties in the sandwich, since, although in principle,
p
it do
oes not providde images, it is
i the only
one of thhose availablee that can dettect them reliiably. From th
he analysis of
o the results of the three remaining
methods, it is clear thaat only some discontinuities
d
s are detected
d by all three methods;
m
otheers by only tw
wo of them
and somee by only onee. In general, volumetric ddiscontinuitiess, such as cav
vities or resinn pockets, or anomalies
affecting the fiberglasss fabric (breeaks, splices, folds, etc.) are well seen
n visually annd by radiogrraphy and
occasionaally by thermoography. On the
t other handd, the discontiinuities that affect the core of the materiial, for the
reasons m
mentioned in the previous section, are only perceptiible by thermography and, when the piece is not
painted, vvisually (Craikk & Vernon, 1941;
1
Von Heelmholtz, 1963
3; Reynolds, 1996).
1
Also incluuded is an image obtained by
b means of U
UVA (figure 5)
5 that demonsstrates how thhis band of thee spectrum
is especiaally useful foor detecting certain types oof inclusions and the irregular distributiion of the ressin on the
surface obbserved (Roseenthal & Troliinger, 1995; S
Steton & Ferraaro, 1993; Erff, 1974).

Figuure 5. Image obtained
o
by UVA.
U
In light ccolor, some in
nclusions are shown
s
in the fform of a filam
ment
Figure 6aa shows an X--ray (Bermúdeez, 1963; Sprooull, 1946) off an area wherre a break in thhe "skin" of th
he interior
of the pieece had beenn visually deteected (see phootograph in figure
f
6c). Th
his breakage ggives a clear indication
(arrow a, figure 6a) beetween the two
o white circlees. There is a vertical
v
discon
ntinuity (arrow
w b), probablly due to a
break in tthe fabric on the
t outside thaat is painted, ssince this is no
ot visually obsserved on the inside.
The discoontinuities inddicated by arro
ows a and b diid not providee indications when
w
inspectedd by thermogrraphy.
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Arrows c indicate an area
a
with irreg
gularities in thhe resin distrib
bution (probab
bly additionall resin has beeen added),
whose shhape coincidess exactly with the indicationn shown in thee thermograph
hic image in fiigure 6d.

g various disco
ontinuities
Figure 6aa. X-ray of an area showing

Figuure 6b. Radiog
graphic detail of

Figure 6cc. Visual detaiil of the discon
ntinuity

disccontinuity marrked with the aarrow a

marked with
w the arrow b in figure 6aa

in fiigure 6a
In the theermography thhere is a vertical indicationn (arrow d) in
n the central area
a
that runss along the longitudinal
axis of thhe radome andd has no relatio
onship with thhe radiographic indication indicated
i
by th
the arrow b in figure 6a.
Althoughh the reason foor the existencce of this indiccation is unkn
nown to us, it is
i clear that it is in the manu
ufacturing
process ittself.

Figure 6d. Thermography of a zone ppartially coinccident with thee one shown in figure 6a
25
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In figure 7a you can see the photog
graph of an arrea, located in
n the agreemen
nt between thhe central sand
dwich and
the side ppanel, where thhere are gaps due to lack off resin. The raadiographic asspect of the diiscontinuity iss indicated
with the aarrow a in figgure 7b, wheree discontinuitties can also be
b seen in the fabrics that fform the union
n between
the sandw
wich and the laateral panel (aarrows b).

Figure 7a. Visible
V
image oof an area with
h holes due to
o lack of resin

Fig
gure 7b. X-rayy of the area sh
hown in figuree 7a
The therm
mography corrresponding to
o this zone of the agreemen
nt is shown in figure 7c, whhere the zone with
w holes
appears aas a narrow veertical band off light color.

Figure 7c. Th
hermographicc image of thee area with holles in figure 7
Figures 88a and 8b shoow radiograph
hic images of the sandwich
h covering, wiith a certain ooverlap area, the whole
width of tthe piece in one of its curveed areas. In thhem, several discontinuities
d
s can be observ
rved that affecct the core,
the skins and the agreeement between
n the sandwichh and the sidee panel.
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Figure 8b

Figuree 8d
Figure 8c
FFigure 8e
Figure 8dd shows the visual
v
aspect of
o a fiber breaak (arrow a) in
n the inner fabric of the pieece. The corresponding
radiograpphic indicationn is the one in
ndicated by thhe arrow a in figure 8b, beiing presented in figure 8c a detail of
the same one. Howeveer, the verticaal line that apppears in the photograph
p
in figure 8e (arrrow b), shoulld be very
superficiaal and affect only the outeer layer of reesin, since its radiographicc indication, m
marked by arrrows b in
figures 8aa and 8b, is barely
b
percepttible. The therrmographic in
nspection of th
he area did noot clearly reveal any of
the two ddiscontinuities.
Likewise, in figure 8d,, part of a union joint practticed in the nu
ucleus (arrow c) can also bee seen, which gives rise
to diffusee radiographicc indications marked
m
by arrrow c in figurres 8a and 8b. The indicatioons due to the joint are
clearly viisible in the thhermographic image in figuure 8f (arrow c).
c
Both on tthe left side of
o figure 8a an
nd on the righht side of figu
ure 8b, there are
a dark areas caused by caavities and
areas witth lack of resin, located in
n the agreemeent between th
he sandwich and
a the side ppanels. The in
ndications
marked w
with arrow d in figure 8b coincide
c
exacctly with thosee seen in the thermographiic image represented in
figure 8f (arrow d).
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Figure 8f. Thermograph
hy correspondding to the sam
me area as the radiography iin figure 8b
Figure 9aa represents thhe radiographic image of an area where folds and bro
oken tissue aree detected (arrrow a), in
These disconttinuities mustt be on the ouuter side of th
addition tto a slightly curved
c
verticaal indication. T
he radome,
where theey cannot be observed by visual inspecction, since th
he piece is painted on that side. Figure 9d, which
corresponnds to the theermography of this area, shhows very rem
markable concordance betw
ween the two
o methods,
although the X-ray proovides more in
nformation in this case (Hallmshaw, 1966).

Figure 9a. X-ray
X
showing tissue rupturees and other discontinuities

Figu
ure 9c. Visual aspect of a coore break

Figure 9b.. Photo showin
ng a
seal (arrow
w b) and a breeak
(arrow c) of
o the core
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Figure 9d.
9 Thermogrraphy of the arrea shown in figure
f
9a
ws b in the enntire group of figures 9 poinnt to a joint in the foam core. Figure 9b sshows what it looks like
The arrow
with the nnaked eye whhen the surfacee from which it is viewed iss not painted, while figuress 9a and 9d, 9ee compare
the indicaations provideed by the radio
ographic and tthermographicc methods, resspectively.

Figure 9ee. Thermograpphy showing a branched core ruptura
Core breaaks, such as the
t one shown
n in Figure 99c, are not dettectable radiographically. T
Thus, the breaak marked
with the aarrow c in figuure 9b does no
ot give an indiication in the radiographic picture
p
of figuure 9a (arrow c). On the
other hannd, these discoontinuities pro
ovide a very cllear indication
n when inspeccted by thermoography, as caan be seen
in the plaace indicated by
b the arrow d in figure 9e,, where a bran
nched break appears, whichh is not the same as that
seen in fiigure 9c. The radiographic undetectabilitty of the foam
m core breaks is due to the llow density off the foam
core com
mpared to the material
m
that composes
c
the "skins". The case of the jo
oints in the coore is not com
mparable to
that of thhe breaks, sincce other mateerials, such ass fillers and adhesives,
a
may
y exist in the joint, which facilitates
radiograpphic detection ( Lendze et al., 2006; Kangg et al., 2006).
The irreggularities in the distribution of resin show
wn in figure 9aa by arrows e and the deform
rmations in thee structure
of the tisssue (figure 9a, arrow f) are clearly observved in radiogrraphy, but not in thermograpphy.
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F
Figure
10a. Ph
hotograph of aan area

Figu
ure 10b. X-rayy of the area

of the outer faace of a radom
me

show
wn in figure 110a

The photoograph in figuure 10a corressponds to an aarea of the extternal face of a radome in w
which you can
n see quite
deep dentts and tracks, inclined at 45
5 degrees. Thee X-ray in figu
ure 10b clearly
y shows the fo
footprints due to the loss
of thickneess that they represent.
r
Thee thermographhy (figure 10c)), besides prov
viding indicattions (not as clear as the
X-ray) off the prints, shhows us an ind
dication of darrk color that is associated with
w the dentedd area; this ind
dication is
probably due to the facct that the fabrric contains addditional resin
n in that area.

Figuree 10c. Thermo
ographic imagee correspondiing to the areaa shown in figuure 10a
The groupp of figures 11 illustrates a set of almostt coincidental breaks in the fabric of bothh "skins" and in
i the core
giving risse to a "through crack". In the photograpph of figure 11a
1 you can see a line (arroow a) in whicch the two
layers of fabric are brooken on the inner side, its raadiographic in
ndication is marked
m
with thhe arrow a in figure
f
11c.
As it cann be seen in figure
f
11b, th
he outer side of the piece also shows a very severe tear of the faabric. The
appearancce of this in radiography
r
is
i indicated byy the arrow b in figure 11
1c. From the eexamination of
o the last
figure, it can be deducced that the tw
wo ruptures aare very close but their projjection does nnot coincide and,
a
given
that in thaat area the nuccleus is also broken,
b
the sett of the three discontinuities
d
s can be calledd "through craack".
When thee fabric has a shortage of resin, its struucture (weft and
a warp) is perfectly
p
definned in the rad
diographic
images, aas shown in thhe area indicatted by the arrrow c in figuree 11c. Likewiise, the X-ray is also able to
o reveal if
there are deformations of the tissue or
o deviations iin its direction
n (arrow d in figure
f
11c).
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Figurre 11a. Photog
graph showingg a

Figure 11b. Image off the exterior face

tear in the fabric on
n the inside

ng a very seveere break
showin

F
Figure 11c. X--ray showing the breaks in figures 11a an
nd 11b, togeth
her with other discontinuitiees
In the phhotograph show
wn in figure 12, three disccontinuities caan be seen, ind
dicated by arrrows a and b.. Of these,
the one m
marked with arrow
a
a is a break
b
in the ffabric that giv
ves a clear in
ndication in X
X-ray, but the two lines
marked w
with arrows b are not detected by any metthod, except visual,
v
as long
g as the surfacce is not painteed. In fact,
what it seeems, and is corroborated
c
by
b radiographhic examinatio
ons of the area, is that thesse visual indiccations are
not due tto breaks, but rather are caused by the eexistence of areas
a
with a sh
hortage of ressin. The area with resin
deficit exxtends around the linear visual indicationn in a much laarger area than
n the same, annd may alread
dy exist, or
originate during the life
l
in servicee, delaminatioons in the "sskins" or detachments in the union "sskin"-core.
Likewise, it is possiblee that in the pllace where thee linear indicaation is found, a breakage off the fibers off the fabric
is originaated when the piece is subm
mitted to effortts.
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Fiigure 12. Visib
ble image of aan area in the outer curved part
p of a radom
me
4. Conclu
usion
Two kindds of conclusions are drawn
n from the ressults of the tessts carried outt. The first reffers to the useefulness of
the tests themselves inn relation to the
t purpose oof the inspection, which in
n this or any oother case is simply to
determinee whether the object is suitaable for the puurpose for wh
hich it was con
nceived; that iis, whether itss "quality"
is sufficiient. The lattter is intend
ded to show
w the degree of coveragee that the cconcurrence of
o several
non-destrructive tests prrovides to the knowledge oof the discontin
nuities affectin
ng the object.
4.1 Recom
mmendations
Regardinng the determinnation of its usefulness,
u
wee will limit ourrselves to a co
ouple of considderations, since it is not
the purpoose of this papper to explain whether the rradome is useful or should be rejected. FFirstly, it is neecessary to
underlinee the improprriety of underrtaking tests w
without the project
p
engineeering having previously established
e
sufficientt criteria to deetermine what is to be souught and whatt technologicaal meaning is to be found. Secondly,
since thiss is not the case,
c
the mulltiplication off tests could lead to moree confusion th
than useful kn
nowledge.
Certainlyy the absence of indication
ns, if given, ""could" be intterpreted in a good sense as an indicatiion of the
absence of discontinuuities. But th
his is not thee case, and there
t
are indications that can be interrpreted as
fiable at least morphologica
m
ally, that canno
ot be given "aa priori" as irreelevant becau
use of their
discontinnuities, identifi
nce of specificcations the on
nly sensible th
hing to do is too quarantine the
t quality
magnitudde and amountt. In the absen
of the objject. That is: its
i good behav
vior in servicee according to the purpose of
o use with whhich it was maade.
The otherr conclusions, which are th
hose that justtify this work
k, can be summ
marized in thhe evidence sh
hown in it
about how
w the "concuurrent" method
ds not only reeinforce confiidence in the real existencee of the disco
ontinuities
highlighteed by them, but also, and mainly,
m
how thhey help each other to establish their natuure and morph
hology.
As regardds the perform
mance of the methods
m
as "coomplementary
y", it seems cllear that it reppresents an ex
xtension of
the coverrage of the knowledge
k
reg
garding the exxistence of discontinuities,, and a valuaable contribution to the
global juddgement on thhe quality of th
he object, whiich engineerin
ng should valu
ue.
Bearing iin mind the exxperience obtaained and in aaccordance witth the principlle of good praactice of reduccing to the
essential minimum thee tests to be applied
a
in the inspection off an object, it seems plausiible that in th
he future it
will be suufficient, for similar pieces that are nott painted on any
a of their faaces, with thee direct and trranslucent
visual insspection madee before paintiing them, andd the sonic insp
pection (Lamb
b waves) to de
detect delaminations and
detachmeents. And onlyy at specific points
p
to confiirm or elucidaate the existen
nce of discontiinuities found
d by visual
inspectionn, the radiogrraphy. If the part
p is paintedd on one or bo
oth sides, morre methods muust be used, with
w visual
and radioographic inspection being necessary whhen the part has one painted side, andd even thermo
ography if
breaks inn the core are to be detected in a part thhat is painted on
o both sides. In all cases the inspection
n with the
sonic techhnique will bee necessary to
o reveal flat diiscontinuities. But this conjecture, howevver well found
ded it may
seem, rem
mains to be coonfirmed by teechnology.
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4.2 Limitations
In the case of visual inspection, the method provides immediate indications that often do not require elaborate
interpretation. However, one should not be tempted to believe that 'what you see' is 'how you look'. In many
cases, what is seen must be elaborated according to the materialographic aspects of the problem and even of the
observation technique itself, such as the color of the light used, whether or not it is polarized, incidence of
illumination, etc.
Radiographic inspection of this type of material does not present any difficulty. These materials are not very
absorbent and require lower energies for inspection. If the thickness to be examined is small, the problem may be
its excessive transparency that will force to have X-ray tubes with very low inherent filtration and even to
dispense with the film cover, which will force to work under safety light. However, although it does not pose
serious radiographic problems, the defectology of the composite material is usually not very conducive to
radiographic inspection, since it consists of laminar-type discontinuities (delaminations) arranged parallel to the
image and whose radiographic detectability is extremely poor. Another issue is the cracks or pores that could be
present in the inspected piece, which do not present a problem to be evidenced, however this type of
discontinuities are less frequent than the delaminations.
Manual testing by ultrasound requires highly qualified personnel. The large number of critical decisions to be
made, together with the poor documentation of results, reduces the reliability of the tests, pushing this problem
to the development of automated procedures. Small, irregular, rough or thin material samples are difficult to
inspect. Heterogeneities very close to the surface are difficult to detect. Calibration of the test system and
determination of certain characteristics of the defects to be inspected requires the use of standard or reference
samples.
Defect detection techniques using Lamb waves (sonic techniques) allow continuous monitoring of the state of
the structure and allow the integration of detection systems in critical areas of the part that require constant
maintenance. These waves are dispersive, varying their speed of propagation according to the frequency. The
efficiency of the transducer can be affected when the elements that compose it are close to the edge of the plate,
and the latter can act in a reactive manner by interfering with the frequency band of the nodes. For the study of
the edges, finite element analysis techniques are proposed.
The inspection using ultraviolet light does not detect too deep defects, and requires an electric power source. The
roughness of the surface under study can affect the sensitivity of the test.
The methods of infrared thermography pulsed by reflection (infrared camera in front of the part as well as the
heat source) and by transmission (infrared camera behind the part) present good results for small thicknesses,
however, it is necessary a good adjustment on a test specimen with defects of different sizes and at different
depths to adjust well this technique. It is very important the adjustments of the heat power provided by the focus
and the times of incidence of the heat in the part since the processes of heat transfer could result negative in the
visualization of the possible defects in the part.
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